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Abstract 
 
 
 
Good international recognition and ascending ambitions pushed Sweden into the policy of 
finding its international identity and, I argue, choosing conflict prevention for its 
‘benchmark’, pet-project, which was supposed to gain Sweden even more international 
attention and interest. Gathering important practical experience in Macedonia in 1994, it 
decided to make effort of establishing national Swedish Action Plan for conflict prevention. 
Further on, promoting this document on every important international forum, it soon became 
considerable expert, next to similar likeminded states. However, Sweden was the only country 
who answered UN’s call for active actions for conflict prevention by adopting and 
implementing complex, national action plan which was also designed as a guidebook for 
Swedish Foreign Service and a source of knowledge for any potential international or 
domestic actor. There can be no doubt that Sweden can be perceived as an epistemic 
community in this field. In EU it undoubtedly acts as a leader in conflict prevention, 
simultaneously building up EU’s conflict resolution capabilities and its normative, civilian 
identity.  
 
Can Sweden be called an ascending normative power in EU? To what extent it influenced 
European Union and how it acted on European arena? This discussion will pursue the goal of 
answering these questions basing on three theoretical concepts. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 
 
Sweden is undoubtedly an interesting country to study when it comes to European politics. As 
a small but ambitious state, it continues to seek its European identity. Long-standing as a 
neutral, non-aligned country, it started to revise its foreign policy considerably when the Cold 
War ended. New international climate of 1990s pushed Sweden into new roles and challenges, 
which led to the reorientation of its political priorities and, furthermore, into integration with 
EU. As an EU member, simultaneously staying non-aligned, Sweden wants to play a key role 
in civilian, normative EU dimension. As a traditional supporter of ‘soft’ approaches to 
international relations, such as UN peacekeeping operations, firstly introduced in times of    
D. Hammarskjöld’s being the UN Secretary General, Sweden is capable of introducing its 
good practices and experiences onto European Union ground. As a community of 
professionals and diplomats with widely recognized reputation in peaceful solutions to 
conflicts Sweden undertook a mission of being EU’s precursor in this area. Using 
opportunities of Council’s Presidency in 2001 and acting as a norm advocate Sweden laid a 
particular stress on conflict prevention issue. To what extent it managed to influence 
European Union Common Foreign and Security Policy and did Sweden achieve its objective 
of becoming European ‘normative leader’ will be a subject of this thesis. 
 

1.2. Problem 
 

The main problem of my study focuses around Swedish Foreign Policy and European Union. 
I am especially interested in Swedish role in EU, its capacities, objectives, especially in 
Common Security and Foreign Policy (CFSP) and European Security and Defense Policy 
(ESDP). Sweden as a small country continues to seek its niche to build-up its European 
identity (Björkdahl 2007: 20). After the end of Cold War, it significantly reviewed its Foreign 
Policy Strategy, which will also be a theme in this thesis. 

 
The problem which drew my deepest interest concentrates around Swedish Presidency and its 
main assets in CFSP and ESPD. In the course of the thesis the reader will be made familiar 
with the concept of Conflict Prevention, which happened to be a central theme for Swedish 
Presidency in these domains. Through process tracing of establishing EU Programme for the 
Prevention of Violent Conflicts, known also as Göteborg Programme, I will try to find 
reliable answers to my research questions. 
 
I decided to formulate three research questions. The main one, dealing directly with the main 
focus of the thesis and related to its subject is as follows: 

 
 

1. Are there reasons to regard Sweden as an ascending normative power in European 
Union? 
 
However, to answer this question I will need to formulate two minor research questions: 
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2. How and to what extent can/could Sweden influence European CFSP? 
 
and 
 

3. How Sweden acted as a normative actor within European Union? 
 
 

I believe that step-by-step approach of the thesis will allow delivering considerable arguments 
and allowing the reader to follow easily how I came to my conclusions. 
 

1.3. Aim of the study 
 

There are numerous views on Swedish role in European Union, various voices underline its 
engagement in normative, civilian actions, that EU promotes and advocates so passionately. 
Critics hesitate about Swedish capacities to actively perform on EU arena, remaining skeptical 
to concept of Sweden being a ‘moral superpower’ (Björkdahl 2002: 74).  
The purpose of this thesis seeks to make an insight into and evaluate Swedish potentials, 
capacities and try to facilitate understanding of Swedish role in European Union, especially in 
CFSP domain. It also intends to analyze Swedish efforts in conflict prevention field in 
broader, not exclusively European, context.  

 
1.4. Main focus and delimitations 
 

Any student of conflict prevention will shortly realize how broad this concept is. There are 
various approaches and solutions to preventing conflicts, (which happen in any community, 
even democratic ones, and are utterly normal phenomena in international relations), from 
turning into violent ones1. Traditional peacekeeping, peace-building, crisis management, 
peace enforcement, conflict prevention and many others in the first place seek to deepen our 
knowledge about conflicts, identify root causes, and, secondly, try to provide us with feasible 
practical solutions to violent conflicts. Obviously, they differ significantly, however, they also 
share common concepts.  

 
In my study I consider mainly Swedish efforts in conflict prevention, because this was the 
idea carefully selected from other competing ones by Swedish government in the middle of 
1990s. I also chose to make use of Swedish government’s definition of conflict prevention, 
for obvious reason.2 Albeit, it may be indispensable to refer occasionally to other concepts 
within this field, to explain the case fully. I will not, however, conduct an ultimate review of 
conflict prevention, with presentation of the history of the idea, comparing and contrasting it 
with other approaches, because this is not a subject to this study. Reader will easily find 
splendid works dealing exclusively with conflict prevention as a concept in contemporary 
international relations.  

 
                                                 
1 Javier Solana: It is not true that in a democracy conflict does not occur. However, this is rare indeed that, in 
democracies, conflict degenerates into violence, mostly because in democracies those in conflict resolve their 
differences in a variety of ways. (from J. Solana, Prevention Must Be Concrete, from the volume Development, 
Security and Conflict Prevention, ed. A. Mellbourn, 2005); see also Ds 1999:24 (1999) Preventing Violent 
Conflict – Swedish Action Plan. Stockholm: Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 
2  Both, definition and comments on various other approaches will be presented in chapter 2. 
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Further delimitations concentrate on the timeline. As it will be explained in further course of 
the thesis, Swedish administration’s particular attention to conflict prevention was devoted in 
the middle of 1990s, which had its reasons both in end of the Cold War aftermath, as well as 
in Swedish accession to European Union in 1995. Moreover, the important UN mission in 
Macedonia, UNPREDEP, replaced previous UNPROFOR mission in March 1995. Swedish 
input in this mission, together with its further outcomes, significantly influenced this 
country’s efforts in conflict prevention domain.  
 
Year 2001 was important to international relations for various reasons. It has also been 
important for Sweden, chairing the EU Council Presidency for the first (and so far the only) 
time in its history. This was a culmination of Swedish efforts in conflict prevention. 2001 
proved also to be a testing year for EU Conflict Prevention Programme3 in Macedonia. Thus, 
this study will focus on period 1995-2001, however, it will occasionally exceed this timeline, 
i.e. when depicting the outcomes of Swedish actions, evaluating EU actions. 

 
1.5. Disposition of the thesis 

 
For the sake of maximizing the study’s logical disposition, the thesis consists of three major 
parts.  
 
The first part, introductory, comprises background information about the study’s theme, 
presents the research problem, questions and the argument in brief, aim of the study, main 
focus and delimitations, and the study’s outline. This basic, essential information is followed 
by methods review and presentation of the sources. Another indispensable part of this thesis 
deals with literature review, appraising other scholars’ contributions to the studied field, as 
well as presenting their major findings. 

 
The second part, chapter 4, of the thesis is purely theoretical one. I have decided to devote 
much space and attention to presentation of three theories, which I found most relevant for my 
study. The main goal of this part is to operationalize and facilitate understanding of most 
important concepts of the study, such as: influence, capabilities, norm advocacy. 
Thus, subchapter 4.1 introduces the concept of epistemic communities, verifies its influence 
potentials and applies this theory onto European Union ground. Subchapter 4.2 presents the 
idea of norm entrepreneurs and norm advocacy, in order to operationalize transition path from 
idea to norm promotion. Subchapter 4.3 refers to the various conceptions of EU Council 
Presidency resources and capabilities. It will both present these conceptions, as well as it will 
generally seek to explore the understanding of ‘power of the chair’. 

 
The third part is empirical, bringing the reader back to analysis of Swedish actions as a 
‘normative actor’ both, before accession in 1995 and in EU framework. This is the central part 
of the study. It will present Conflict Prevention as a ‘Swedish benchmark’, with great deal of 
attention devoted to construction, incorporation and promotion of this approach (chapter 4.). 
The final, fifth chapter is a case study on second preventive mission in Macedonia in 2001, 
and its main goal is to present the transposition of theory into practice.  
 

                                                 
3 The official name for this document is ‘EU Programme for the Prevention of Violent Conflicts’ known also as 
Göteborg Programme. However, I will also refer to it as to EU Conflict Prevention Programme, for easier 
understanding. 
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Two final chapters, sixth and seventh, are devoted to discussion and conclusions. I am fully 
aware that the study field has been a subject to numerous researches, and therefore I would 
like to elaborate my original concepts in the final chapters of the thesis. I believe that my 
study can render an added-value to global debate and scholars’ researches. 

 
2. Methods 

 
There are various methods of conducting a research within international relations domain. 
Most of studies are either qualitative or quantitative. Some scholars also introduce explorative 
method in their researches. 
Case studies are, among two other major approaches in IR methodology, a frequently used 
method of research. They allow a thorough and explicit review of particular event, 
phenomenon or theory. However, as many scholars notice, there is some significant inherent 
in case studies, such as ‘problem of case selection, and the danger of selection bias, (..), case 
study findings are usually contingent and can be generalized beyond the type of case studied 
only under specified conditions’. To name some more dangers, ‘lack of independent cases, 
impossibility of perfectly controlling case comparisons’ (Sprinz-Wolinsky 2004: 19-20), ‘case 
studies provide the least opportunity to control for the effect of perturbing third 
variables’(Van Evera 1997: 51). However, this method has some undeniable advantages over 
other, quantitative or formal, methods. Qualitative research allow in-depth examination of the 
case, or, in other words, instance of a class of events, according to Andrew Bennett’s 
definition (Sprinz -Wolinsky 2004: 21) which allow identifying new or previously omitted 
variables or hypothesis. Also Van Evera pays attention to this advantage (Van Evera, 1997: 
52). These are the reasons why I decided to conduct a qualitative research. 
 
2.1. Sources 
 
In my study I make use both of primary and secondary sources to similar extent.  
Primary sources are mostly Swedish and EU documents, dealing mainly with conflict 
prevention. These are reports, programmes, official strategies, obtained from the web sites of 
various Swedish governmental institutions and agencies. All quoted documents are provided 
in English version. 
Secondary sources consist of books and articles on variety of topics. Majority of these sources 
are written by Swedish scholars. Most notably, I quote papers of Lund University scholars, 
such as A. Björkdahl and J. Tallberg. 
A careful student of Swedish foreign policy must be aware of possible bias in Swedish 
scholars’ books and articles, which may be partially designed to pay homage to certain 
governments’ policies or promote Swedish foreign policy worldwide. I tried to avoid this 
mistake. However, while analyzing Swedish efforts in international relations it is 
indispensable to refer to Swedish sources. 
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3. Literature review 
 
Conflict prevention is a widely explored issue. There are numerous studies devoted to conflict 
prevention as a solution to outbreaks of violent conflicts. Among most interesting and 
complete studies one can count a book edited by David Carment, Albrecht Schnabel, Conflict 
Prevention Path to Peace or Grand Illusion? (United Nations University Press, 2003) which 
gives a good background to understanding of the problem. Essential and also interesting is a 
publication Conflict Prevention: Methodology for Knowing the Unknown (Uppsala 
University, 2003), by Peter Wallensteen and Frida Möller from Uppsala University. 
Moreover, the series of books on Anna Lindh Programme on Conflict Prevention, most 
notably volumes: 2004 – Developing a Culture of Conflict Prevention, 2005 – Development, 
Security and Conflict Prevention, and (forthcoming) 2008 - Third Parties and Conflict 
Prevention, all edited by A. Mellbourn and published in cooperation with Madariaga 
European Foundation provide us with numerous interesting articles written by distinguished 
personalities, diplomats, scholars, and EU officials. 
 
When exploring European Union policies, especially CFSP and ESDP several publications 
may be important: A Common Foreign Policy for Europe? Competing Visions of the CFSP  
(Routledge, London, 1998) under John Peterson and Helene Sjursen’s edition; European 
Union Foreign Policy in a Changing World (Polity Press, 2003) by Karen Smith or The 
European Union as a Global Actor (Routledge, London, 1999) by Charlotte Bretherton and 
John Vogler. Scandinavian perspective is dealt with in The Nordic Countries and The 
European Security and Defense Policy, edited by A.J.K. Bailes, G. Herolf and B. Sundelius 
(Oxford University Press, 2006). 
 
Swedish Foreign Policy and its actions in EU arena may be analyzed through review of 
various official Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs documents, publications submitted by 
The Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Swedish Institute for European Policy Studies, 
The Swedish Agency for International Development Cooperation4. Moreover, two influential 
books may interest a reader: The Politics of Foreign Policy Change. Explaining the Swedish 
Reorientation on EC Membership (Lund University Press, 1998), by Jakob Gustavsson and 
Neutrality and State-building in Sweden (Macmillan, 2001), by Mikael af Malmborg. 
 
Theoretical background to this study has been supported by several important and influential 
articles. The Epistemic Communities are the concept introduced and described by Peter Haas 
in his articles published in International Organization5, the norm entrepreneur and norm 
advocacy concepts are delivered by Annika Björkdahl in her several interesting works, most 
notably in the book From Idea to Norm. Promoting Conflict Prevention (Lund Political 
Studies, 2002), and in the article Norm Advocacy: A Small State Strategy to Influence the EU 
(Journal of European Public Policy, forthcoming 2007). 
 
The Presidency of Council of European Union is widely explored in Emil Joseph Kirchner’s 
book Decision making in the European Community. The Council Presidency and European 
Integration (Manchester University Press 1992). Very interesting theories on Presidency’s 

                                                 
4 All Web sites are provided in reference section 
5  Peter M. Haas, Do Regimes Master? Epistemic Communities and Mediterranean Pollution Control, 
International Organization, vol. 43, no. 3, pp. 377-403. and Peter M. Haas, Introduction: Epistemic Communities 
and International Policy Coordination, International Organization, vol. 46, no. 1, pp. 1-35. 
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power can be found in numerous studies from Swedish Lund University, under a project 
‘Comparing Council Presidencies’, most notably, papers delivered by Jonas Tallberg, Bo 
Bjurulf and Ole Elgström. 

 
4. Theoretical framework 

 
There are various theoretical frameworks devoted to ideas, norms, and influences. Majority of 
works I have come across explores conflict prevention matter applying theory of social 
constructivism, understanding international relations as a social construction, paying attention 
to mutually constitutive relationship between agents and structures (C. Reus-Smit 2005: 188). 
Very interesting notion of importance of how actors develop their interests and identities on 
world’s arena also define constructivist approach. Like I previously mentioned, many scholars 
make use of this theory while addressing similar subjects as my thesis main theme6.  
 
However, in this thesis I argue that social constructivism is not the only theory that may 
explain many interesting problems that researchers encounter while dealing with this domain. 
I would like to present my original approach, based on three theoretical frameworks. The 
concept of epistemic communities intends to shed a light on understanding ‘influence’ and the 
provision of normative expertise in international relations. Next theoretical framework, the 
notion of norm entrepreneurs and norm advocacy, having roots in social constructivist 
approach, will seek to explore and define most important issues related to norm formulation 
and promotion. The last presented theoretical issue deals with a practical sphere of EU- 
Presidency of the Council of EU. Through reflection upon ‘power of the chair’ and various 
leadership theories, I will examine the various theories on power, leadership, relating them 
directly to Council’s Presidency. 
 
4.1 The concept of epistemic communities 
 
4.1.1 Definition 
 
In his influential article, Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy 
Coordination, American scholar, Peter M. Haas, presented interesting concept if epistemic 
communities. Such communities have a prime interest in exploring and developing 
knowledge on certain matters, as well as serve as professional advisors in any domain of 
political science, international relations for governments, countries, organizations. Peter M. 
Haas presents his concept: ‘An epistemic community is a network of professionals with 
recognized expertise and competence in a particular domain and an authoritative claim to 
policy-relevant knowledge within that domain or issue-area (…)Although an epistemic 
community may consist of professionals from a variety of disciplines and backgrounds, they 
have (1) a shared set of normative and principled beliefs, which provide a value-based 
rationale for the social action of community members; (2) shared causal beliefs, which are 
derived from their analysis of practices leading or contributing to a central set of problems in 
their domain and which then serve as the basis for elucidating the multiple linkages between 

                                                 
6 Among many, one can count A. Björkdahl’s books and articles, especially ‘From Idea to Norm. Promoting  
  Conflict Prevention’ Lund Political Studies 125, 2002. 
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possible policy actions and desired outcomes; (3) shared notions of validity that is, 
intersubjective, internally defined criteria for weighing and validating knowledge in the 
domain of their expertise; and (4) a common policy enterprise-that is, a set of common 
practices associated with a set of problems to which their professional competence is directed, 
presumably out of the conviction that human welfare will be enhanced as a consequence’ 
(Haas 1992: 4). In other words, the concept of epistemic community is similar to a think tank, 
advising the governments, institutions whenever a professional advise is necessary. Moreover, 
epistemic community is widely recognized as competent in particular domain, and, being an 
expert, provide high-level solutions to various problems. This is also a way for gaining 
considerable influence, which will be examined in the following subchapter. 

 
4.1.2   Verifying the influence potential of epistemic communities 
 
Epistemic community, as a solution and expertise provider, may, Haas argue, become a strong 
actor at a national and international level as decision-makers share their information and 
delegate responsibility to them. Members of epistemic communities may further influence 
states agendas by ‘illuminating the salient dimension of an issue from which the decision-
makers may then deduce their interest’ (Haas 1992: 5). When, in further steps, the state’s or 
organization’s agenda is shaped, they may, in turn, influence both interests and behaviours of 
other international actors, ‘thereby increasing the likelihood of convergent state behaviour and 
international policy coordination’ (Haas 1992: 6). As a consequence, norms diffuse and 
remain on agenda. What is more, an international actor may subsequently choose to follow an 
entirely new objectives and, in any uncertainty, which is common in complex globalized 
international reality, it may continually turn to epistemic community as a responsible for the 
shape of the policy, which in further course, make epistemic community even more 
responsible and, thus, more powerful. Haas also notices that in less politically motivated 
cases, epistemic communities have a greater hand in the various stages of the policy making 
process. Moreover, ‘the epistemic community members' professional training, prestige, and 
reputation for expertise in an area highly valued by society or elite decision  makers accord 
them access to the political system and legitimize or authorize their activities. Similarly, their 
claims to knowledge, supported by tests of validity, accord them influence over policy debates 
and serve as their primary social power resource’ (Haas 1992: 18). 
 
4.1.3 Applying the theory onto European Union ground 
 
The concept of epistemic community, presented in previous paragraphs, is a wide and broadly 
applicable one. An epistemic community may as well be represented by a group of 
professionals, think tanks, governmental agencies, international structures and organizations 
as well as by single, entire states. In globalized world politics international actors are 
supposed to deal with numerous issues and day-to-day policy changes. In such case, the 
concept of ‘specialization’ and professional expertise provided by a recognized, and 
competent epistemic community seem to be desirable from the point of view of policy-
makers.  
 
I argue, that European Union, as a powerful international, supranational structure, dealing 
with various aspects of international relations and domestic (intra-EU) matters, may in future 
profit from using its members professional expertise in fields in which these member states 
are regarded as leaders or represent high-profile recognition. Since epistemic communities are 
channels through which new ideas circulate from societies to governments as well as from 
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states to states, their ideas certainly carry particular, unique notion and quality of its catalysts. 
This can provide an ‘idea-taker’ with new added –values but also reinforce its identity. In EU 
case it would be a considerable solution to the quest to its identity7. 
 
4.2 Norm entrepreneurs and norm advocacy 
 
4.2.1 Definition and theoretical background 
 
In this part of the thesis I would like to refer to Annika Björkdahl’s concepts on ideas and 
norms in international relation, and in this way explain how one may perceive normative 
power, norm entrepreneur and norm advocacy in contemporary IR. Like it has been 
previously mentioned, vast majority of researches on norms originate in social constructivism 
theory. However, it is not a subject of this study to explain constructivist approach, therefore I 
present definitions of the above mentioned terms only. 
 
In her studies A. Björkdahl delivers a concept of normative power as ‘resting on the power of 
ideas and norms, and being related to the concept of ‘civilian’, ‘soft power’, as well as the 
notion of ‘ideational power’. It is often associated with actors that have limited traditional 
power resources such as military capabilities’8. Normative power is understood to generate 
and spread capabilities in order to ‘set normative standards through process of norm 
advocacy’ (Björkdahl 2007: 3). 
 
Norm advocacy is strictly related to variety of notions having its deep moral connotations, 
such as conflict prevention, human rights etc. Through ‘non-coercive’, persuasive 
argumentation the moral consciousness is raised and it is made clear which actions or 
inactions are considered to be appropriate (Björkdahl 2007: 4). 
 
Norm entrepreneur is a term relating to an IR agent, such as: policy-maker, agenda-setter, 
institution, as well as epistemic community, committed to certain (usually morally-driven) 
idea, able to shape the collective behaviour of others (Björkdahl 2002: 45). Such promoter of 
the notion purposely favours selected idea from others, which has either a reason in norm 
entrepreneur’s identity or is a subject to particular interest.  
 
4.2.2 From ideas to norm promotion 
 
In this subchapter I would like to present briefly how are ideas conceptualized and 
institutionalized into norms, that become morally appealing and further on, which can 
constitute main theme in agenda-setting process.  
 
The idea selection is rarely random, this is a subject to careful selection. Several features, for 
instance moral and theoretical attractiveness, feasibility, are taken into consideration. 
Motivations may be purely altruistic, ideationally committed, as well as rooted in promoter’s 
self-interest. However, it is not uncommon, that potential norm entrepreneur may consider 
norm institutionalization and promotion as a key objective in creating specific niche for itself 
on foreign affairs arena, thus gaining international recognition as, for example, normative 
                                                 
7 For further studies see: Karen Smith, The European Union as a Global Actor, London, 1999 
8 A. Björkdahl refers also to a research by H. Sjursen, The EU as a normative power: How Can This Be?,  
    Journal of European Public Policy, 13 (2), pp. 235-251. 
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power (Björkdahl 2002: 48). Scholars suggest that in norm promotion, timing is important. In 
case of conflict prevention, the end of Cold War provided necessary conditions to bringing 
this concept into spotlight (Evans 2004: 121). Of course, a single international actor, when 
making efforts to promote a morally-based concept, faces difficulties. It is therefore common 
and also desirable to promote certain norms within wider, international scope, for example, 
introducing it on UN or EU arena, developing promotion paths together with other, 
likeminded states or organizations.  
 
4.3 The Power of the Chair – Presidency of the Council of the    
         European Union 
 
4.3.1 Introducing the Presidency 
 
As I would like to deal with Swedish presidency in this thesis, this is important to briefly 
describe and characterize this specific ‘post’ in European Union. However, I will limit my 
deliberations to most relevant issues, because the presentation of the Presidency as an 
institution, with historical background, is not related to this subject and may be a theme for 
separate studies.   
 
In course of EU (previously European Communities) evolution its main bodies developed 
gradually and so did Council’s Presidency. Currently, its functions comprise: administration, 
initiation, mediation, representation and implementation of EU’s law. However, Council’s 
Presidency in its work deals extensively with the Commission, and therefore, it can be argued, 
the quality of this cooperation has an impact on Presidency’s outcomes (Kirchner 1992: 5).    
E. J. Kirchner has no doubts about Council’s Presidency importance: 
 

The Council Presidency is at the interface of national and Community competences and 
assumes great importance in the way the national interest will be defended and Community 
interest will be promoted. It plays a crucial role in the agenda-setting of the various levels 
of Council and acts as a catalyst or consensus former in EC decision-making. (...) The 
Council Presidency reflects the importance of national actors and inter-state bargains in EC 
decision-making, but it also highlights the existence of an intense and effective relationship 
with the Commission and the European Parliament (Kirchner 1992: 18, 33). 

 
However, the question remains, if this body, represented in rotation system by Member 
States’ authorities, has any significant power. This will be a subject of the two following 
subchapters. 
 
4.3.2 Presidency as a Leader or ‘responsabilité sans pouvoir’? 
 
Scholars’ opinions on real power of the presidency vary. Certain, for example Fiona Hayes-
Renshaw and Helen Wallace consider Presidency’s real influences and resources to be 
overrated, while David Coombes argues that the Presidency lacks essential attributes of 
executive power as power of initiative. Others point at limited ability to shape EU agenda, due 
to either inheriting it from previous presidencies or being disturbed by unexpected 
international events which significantly influence the works of the Presidency             
(Tallberg 2003: 2). However, there are also numerous studies argumenting in fauvour of 
Presidency’s influence resources.  
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Jonas Tallberg counts the following repetitoire of Presidency’s tools: agenda-setting, which 
refers to introduction of new issues to the agenda, agenda-structuring, in other words putting 
emphasis or deemphasizing issues already on the agenda and, finally, agenda exclusion, 
relating to possibilities to omit, bar certain issues in agenda shaping.  Presidency’s ‘tools’ 
consist both of formal and informal actions that enable forms of agenda shaping. (Tallberg 
2003: 5) 
 
Other scholars pay great deal of attention to a conception of Presidency as a Leader. David 
Metcalfe emphasizes that leadership in Council negotiations is the first and foremost of 
presidency’s duties and opportunities. Other duties comprise scheduling meetings, drawing up 
agendas, directing discussions, drafting compromises, tabling new proposals, requesting more 
information from delegations or the European Commission, moving to a vote, and referring 
texts to higher or lower negotiating bodies (Metcalfe 1998: 416). He develops very interesting 
concept of Presidency as a leader, where leadership is defined as ‘an asymmetrical 
relationship of influence in which one actor guides or directs the behavior of others toward a 
certain goal over a certain period of time’ (Underdal 1994: 178).9  
 
These interesting scopes of Presidency, international negotiations and international bargaining 
allow considering state holding the Presidency as facing both challenges and opportunities. It 
is, however, very rare that Member States overuse this privilege, and if such situation occurs, 
it is a subject to strong condemnation10.  
However, relevant as it may be to negotiations in, for example, European trade, environmental 
issues, it is less important in cases of morally-driven issues, such as conflict prevention, which 
authors fail to notice. Therefore, I consider agenda shaping resources, described by Jonas 
Tallberg to be most relevant to Swedish Presidency, which I will further explore. 
 
Before completing the theoretical section, I would like to see into one interesting vision of 
leadership in general, which, in my opinion may be applicable onto Swedish presidency case. 
In his influential article Political Leadership and Regime Formation: on the Development of 
Institutions in International Society, Oran R. Young distinguishes, among two others, a form 
of ‘intellectual leadership’. He defines it as follows: 
 

An intellectual leader is an individual who produces intellectual capital or generative 
systems of thought that shape the perspectives of those who participate in institutional 
bargaining and, in so doing, plays an important role in determining the success or failure of 
efforts to reach agreement on the terms of constitutional contracts in international society 
(Young 1991: 298). 

 
The most significant feature of such leader is the belief that he relies heavily on the power of 
ideas. Therefore it will continually seek to formulate ideas, further on transform them into 
internationally recognized norms, and will continue promoting them on international arena. 
The Council’s Presidency allows to both institutionalize norms into some forms of 
documents, declarations. If the discussed matter is less politicized, for example because of 
moral, widely understood objectives, then the norm promoter is not risking his reputation, and 
can hardly be insulted of pursuing its exclusively national interests.  
                                                 
9 Quoted in D. Metcalfe, Leadership in European Union Negotiations: The Presidency of the Council,   
     International Negotiation 1998 (3), p. 426. Also Jonas Tallberg pays attention to asymmetric advantage of  
     state holding the Presidency, The Power of the Chair in International Bargaining, ISA Annual Convention  
     Papers, New Orleans, March 2002. 
10 In literature, scholars often point at Dutch Presidency’s faux pas of 1991, see Metcalfe 1998: 420. 
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The thesis so far dealt with theoretical issues, essential to general understanding of the thesis 
main notions and arguments. From this point on, I would like to present my empirical 
findings, focusing on Swedish Presidency in the Council of EU and its efforts to introduce 
conflict prevention to EU agenda. In the following chapters I will seek to explore and, 
hopefully, deliver reasonable conclusions related to posed research questions. 
 
4.4 Conflict Prevention – definition 
 
There are numerable definitions of conflict prevention, and since it’s the central theme of my 
study, I would like to present most important for this research.  
Most scholars dealing with conflict prevention develop their own definitions of this concept. 
They generally indicate the pre-conflict stage to be crucial for conflict prevention. However, 
they also point at three phases of each conflict, pre-, during, and post- conflict stages, and 
emphasize the importance of implementing preventive actions in every stage. Interesting 
concept, “ladder of prevention”, will be presented in further course of the study. 
Michael S. Lund delivers the following definition of conflict prevention: 
 

Conflict prevention [is an] action taken in vulnerable places and times to avoid the threat of 
use of armed forces and related forms of coercion by states or groups to settle the political 
disputes that can arise from the destabilizing effects of economic, social, political and 
international change.(Lund 1996: 37, cited in: Björkdahl 2002: 73) 

 
However, the definition which I would like to highlight as being crucial for my study is 
definition presented in Swedish government official document: Preventing Violent Conflicts 
– a Swedish Action Plan 199911: 
 

Conflict prevention refers primarily to measures that can be implemented before a 
difference or dispute escalates into violence, or to measures for preventing violence from 
flaring up again after the signing of a peace agreement, cease-fire or similar document. It 
also refers to measures designed to counteract the spreading of conflict into other 
geographical areas. The emphasis on prevention does not mean that measures cannot or 
should not be taken during an armed conflict. In practice, a clear delimitation between 
conflict prevention measures and measures aimed at settling on-going armed conflicts is 
not always possible, or even desirable. 

 
This definition seem to be the most adequate one in study devoted to Swedish approaches to 
conflict prevention. Therefore I consider it prime in this thesis. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
11 Hereafter referred to as ‘Swedish Action Plan”. 
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5. Sweden as a ‘normative power’ within  
      European Union 
 
5.1 Background 
 
Sweden’s history is sometimes depicted by scholars as a story of turning from ‘belligerent 
empire to peaceful small state’ (Malmborg 2001: vii). Powerful international actor in past 
centuries, in XXth century it lost much of its potential, turning into neutral, peaceful and 
economically independent welfare state.  Its long lasting reluctance to engage in any political 
alliances, organizations can be well exampled by initial skepticism to United Nation’s and 
Swedish participation in this organization. After World War II, the minister Östen Undén was 
concerned about Security Council’s decisions’ forcing Sweden into unwanted actions. Also 
accession to European Communities posed a large problem to subsequent Swedish 
governments, mainly because majority of EC members were also signatories to NATO 
(Mellbourn 2003: 109, 115). It was, however, never denied that Swedes have always been 
interested in economical integration with European Communities. Nonetheless, political 
integration remained uncertain. 
 
The end of Cold War brought new climate in international politics. Also Swedish foreign 
policy has been revised. Scholar Jakob Gustavsson, in his splendid work on Swedish foreign 
policy change, presents the following reasons on Swedish decision to switch policy towards 
EC: the end of Cold War, which reduced the risk of war, altered foreign policy priorities and 
the neutrality doctrine, which was no longer valid, if Sweden wanted to uphold its credibility;  
the problems encountered in EEA negotiations and the end of the policy of Third Road, both 
in political and economic dimension12. They are presented on the figure below: 
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Figure 1. Creating Swedish new position on EC membership, 1990
The end of the 
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The figure comes from J. Gustavsson book, The Politics of Foreign Policy Change. Explaining the Swedish Reorientation on 
EC Membership, Lund Political Studies 105, 1998 

ormal application was submitted by Carl Bildt’s non-socialist coalition government, 
 put an emphasis on economic, not security reasons. 

                                       
 detailed information on this process, although very interesting, are not relevant to my thesis. Readers are  
uraged to study J. Gustavsson’s book, The Politics of Foreign Policy Change. Explaining the Swedish  
ientation on EC Membership, Lund Political Studies 105, 1998, for further details. 
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When it comes to Sweden-NATO relations, one may notice very strong, however informal 
and not politically highlighted co-operation. As Mikael af Malmborg argues, recently revealed 
documents of NATO’s strategic planning for Northern Europe were drawn with an 
assumption that Sweden belonged to NATO’s defense system. This proves how strong these 
ties were, even if it was a subject to secret diplomacy (Malmborg 2001: 150). 
 
Years of Olof Palme’s serving as a Prime Minister, proved to be crucial to foreign policy 
reorientation. Palme’s ambition to reinforce Swedish role in international arena and his 
charismatic leadership skills led to formulation of so-called ‘small state’s doctrine’. In 
general, it refers to joint small states’ actions, undertaken in the common interest and aim of 
gaining more influence in the world dominated by superpowers. Although relevant to Cold 
War times, this doctrine also plays an important role in current small states policies on EU, 
UN arena. Moreover, through years, Swedish social democracy ‘gradually developed an 
internationalist vision that aimed at creating security through a positive change of the 
international system (..) and combined a traditional ambition to assert Sweden’s independence 
with far-reaching attempts at global system reform’ (Malmborg 2001: 161). 
 
Summing all these arguments up, one can notice three important switches in Swedish foreign 
policy: the revision of neutrality doctrine, wider participation in various international 
organizations, most importantly in European integration and, last but not least, new approach 
to security concept, with closer cooperation with NATO (in Partnership for Peace 
framework), and a braver conceptions on conflict resolutions. However, Sweden remains 
distanced to crisis management, peace enforcement and all territorial defense concepts. 
Instead, it vividly supports the ‘soft power resources’ especially conflict prevention approach, 
as a nationally acceptable, yet feasible alternative to all military solutions.  
 
Today Sweden plays an important, however certainly not central role in international and 
European relations, remaining a small, neutral state, engaged in promotion of effective 
multilateralism, which seem to be the only reasonably policy in the threat of marginalization 
(Malmborg 2001: 181). It also undertakes serious actions under UN, traditionally acting as a 
peace-keeper, is a world’s important foreign-aid donor. It continually develops its cooperation 
with non-governmental organizations and underlines the importance of civil society in IR. 
Sweden also, as one of few international actors, underlines gender issues as vital13. Scholars 
suggest that is can be regarded as ‘moral superpower’ (Björkdahl 2002: 74).  
 
In this chapter I would like to examine Swedish normative efforts on EU arena, especially in 
conflict prevention domain. The main scope of this chapter will concentrate on Swedish 
presidency in the first half of the year 2001. I will also present main arguments for my two 
minor research questions, presented in the first chapter, referring my reasoning to three 
theories, presented in the fourth, theoretical chapter. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
13 Highlighted in the document: Five years after Göteborg. The EU and its conflict prevention potential,  2006  
    and in Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs report, Preventing violent conflict- Swedish Policy for XXI  
    century, 2000. 
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5.2 Conflict Prevention as a ‘Swedish Benchmark’ 
 
5.2.1 Construction (Selection) of the of the idea 
 
Like it has been previously suggested, the end of Cold War was a turning point, a milestone of 
Swedish foreign policy. It has been made clear, that the neutrality doctrine could no longer 
prevail, and Swedish authorities pursued the practice of foreign policy reformulation. The 
need to construct new, coherent identity for Sweden in changing, 90s-decade world became 
the objective of subsequent governments. Sweden was aware that the only reasonable way to 
matter in contemporary world was to reorganize its policy and engage in international 
relations on various levels.  
 
The suitable occasion to undertake more firm steps towards this long-term goal appeared in 
the very beginning of the 90s, when United Nations decided to launch its first peacekeeping 
mission ever - UNPROFOR- in the Balkans and Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. 
Sweden participated in this mission from early beginning. Reconnaissance mission led by 
Swedish general Bo Pellnäs recommended the establishment of preventive mission in 
FYROM (Björkdahl 2007: 8)14. Sweden has traditionally supported UN peacekeeping 
missions, which is natural, when one take into consideration the role of Secretary General 
Dag Hammarskjöld’s peacekeeping initiatives introduced in the 1950s. From that moment on, 
Swedes have always took part in peacekeeping operations, thus both creating a specific, ‘non-
aligned but with ambitions’ state’s image and promoting their traditional, internationalist, 
multilateral vision of international relations. When regarding Swedish actions on UN arena, 
one may draw conclusions, that peacekeeping is one of the strongest contributions of this 
small but ambitious state. 
 
However, the first UN preventive mission in Macedonia provided, for Sweden, both testing 
ground for their new security policy concept, which was slowly emerging in the first post 
Cold War years and also, helped to identify likeminded states, which supported such vision of 
UN actions in conflict situations. Creation of joint Nordic Battalion allowed to develop new 
patterns of Nordic cooperation and gain great deal of experience in peaceful conflict 
resolution actions in practice. As Clive Archer presented it: ‘Nordic presence in Macedonia 
does fit into the concept of European Security that the Nordic governments have been 
expounding since the end of Cold War: they have explicitly called for conflict prevention 
actions to prevent discord from turning into conflict and then into war.’15

 
Annika Björkdahl depicts this first UN peacekeeping mission, and first peacekeeping Swedish 
actions, as successful and fruitful for further Swedish foreign policy reformulation.16 The 
practical observations and conclusions drawn from the mission gave Sweden unique 
opportunity to channel its future new foreign policy concept into conflict prevention. This 

                                                 
14 More information on this operation may be obtained on United Nations Web site:  
    www.un.org/Depts/dpko/dpko/co_mission/unprofor.htm 
15 Quoted in A. Björkdahl, Constructing a Swedish Conflict Prevention Policy Based on a Powerful Idea and  
    Successful Practice, Cooperation and Conflict, 2007, vol. 42 (2) p.12. 
16 ‘The success of the mission was decisive in the foreign policy elite’s selection of the idea of conflict  
     prevention from the idea complex of similar ideas such as peace-building, crisis management and human  
     security. Hence, the demonstration of the idea in practice was used in the construction of a Swedish conflict  
     prevention policy’ A. Björkdahl, Constructing a Swedish Conflict Prevention Policy Based on a Powerful  
    Idea and Successful Practice, p.12. 
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‘buzzword of the 90s’ as scholars often call conflict prevention notion, was further on 
carefully studied by Swedish scholars, policy-makers and various studies were devoted to this 
idea. What is important, Sweden already had several powerful think tanks, institutions and 
agencies, which took conflict prevention under its magnifying glass. High-profile Swedish 
diplomats, such as Jan Eliasson, Anders Bjurner and Ragnar Ängeby, dedicated to preventive 
diplomacy and the idea of conflict prevention, led a research/policy constructing team, whose 
main goal was to see into conflict prevention notion and construct a good, coherent new 
Swedish conflict resolution strategy based on this concept (Eliasson 2004: 41). Government 
continued to emphasize the importance of this specific approach in conflict resolution, 
continually and consequently emphasizing its importance.17 SIDA, The Swedish Agency for 
International Development Cooperation, received governmental mandate to develop national 
strategy on conflict prevention. Also, what is significant and essential in promotion of 
morally-driven policies, significant financial support was given, 10 mln USD were allocated 
in ‘conflict promotion activities’ (Björkdal 2002: 76).  
 
In 1999, the very important document has been presented. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
published a Swedish strategy in the field of conflict prevention: Preventing Violent Conflict – 
Swedish Action Plan. This document aims at furnishing ‘a basis for a Swedish international 
conflict prevention policy capable of practical application through the implementation of 
operational measures’ (DS 1999:24: 1). It, both, delivers a governmental, Swedish definition 
of conflict prevention and counts five most important interest and targets for Sweden in this 
field. It also underlines Swedish experiences and traditions which legitimize Sweden to 
introduce such Plan. The main objectives for Sweden comprise: 
 

1. Promotion of ‘culture of prevention’ 
2. Identifying structural risk factors 
3. Developing the international system of norms and strengthening its importance 
4. Strengthening the international institutional framework and its preventive instruments 
5. Strengthening Swedish capacities for international conflict prevention activities in 

different policy areas. 
 
It also evaluates current and previous efforts undertaken by Sweden in this area. The Swedish 
Action Plan is intended to serve as ‘a guide for the Foreign Service in all conflict prevention 
work and for all Swedish authorities active in international organizations and other fora’ but 
also ‘the measures presented in the action plan form part of an international agenda (..) in the 
context of other countires’ foreign, assistance and security policies, in international 
organizations and in national and international NGOs’ (DS 1999:24: 11). In this perspective, 
Sweden can be recognized as a norm entrepreneur and, further on, norm promoter.  
 
This document, as a goal-oriented plan, may be regarded as complex and having large scale 
ambitions to influence both European and universal, United Nations, systems in conflict 
prevention domain. Swedes also considered themselves as having ‘extensive experience in 
international mediation, disarmament, development and other peace supporting activities (..) 
enjoying wide spread international confidence in many parts of the world’ (DS 1999:24: 11). 
This, one may understand, predestined mission in contemporary international relations, was 
considered to be soundly grounded in Swedish international recognition and prestige. In my 
opinion, such formulation of Action Plan, which was intended to be distributed and presented 
on various forums, proved that conflict prevention started to be a prime scope of Swedish 
                                                 
17 These government statements are not accessible for non-Swedish readers, therefore I refer to A. Björkdahl’s  
     researches.  
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foreign policy, with an objective to constitute its benchmark, easily recognized high-quality 
‘national product’ and with ambitions to influence global conflict prevention approach. 
 
At this point, a question might be posed, why conflict prevention concept was selected by 
Swedish government to be promoted and, furthermore, form the basis of the future Action 
Plan, and become top agenda theme. Various reasons may be given. First and foremost, one 
must remember that solely ‘soft’, ‘civilian’ approaches could have been taken into 
consideration, while Sweden, non-aligned and traditionally and doctrinally neutral country, 
wanted to maintain the hard core of its foreign policy. Moreover, not fully conceptualized, but 
internationally tested in UNPROFOR framework in Macedonia, conflict prevention fulfilled 
all criteria of desirable main Swedish foreign policy agenda-shaping construct. Like scholars 
suggest, it also sought to fulfill the specific niche, vacuum in international relations, and, 
especially, in European context (Björkdahl 2007: 20). Sweden faced its first years in 
European Union, and ambitiously pursued the goal of gaining influence through its step-by-
step actions. It also happened to be perfectly coherent with long-lasting EU need to enforce its 
identity, both, internally and on international arena. ‘Swedish decision to join EU  brought to 
the EU the best of Scandinavian tradition at the front of the fight for a more humanitarian and 
peaceful world community’ (Gaiffe 2004: 16). 
 
What is also vital, Swedish understanding of conflict prevention promoted several brand new 
concepts within this subject. The idea of ‘ladder of prevention’, first introduced and 
conceptualized by Jan Eliasson, distinguished Swedish diplomat and important Swedish 
politician, proved to be successful  and was often referred to in various European debates and 
conferences devoted to conflict prevention.  
 
The construction of Swedish Action Plan on Conflict Prevention was a first and the most 
important step in Swedish policy of conflict prevention promotion. ‘Conflict Prevention was 
framed by Swedish foreign and security elite as a humanitarian idea and linked to sustainable 
development and eradication of poverty by stressing the need to address root causes of the 
new conflicts. By framing convincingly the Swedish perspective of conflict prevention in a 
familiar language and in the words of a number of agreed EU texts, policy documents and 
inventories related to conflict prevention in the EU, a persuasive frame was constructed ’ 
(Björkdahl 2007: 8). How it was incorporated into wider, European context and framework, 
will be a subject to following subchapters.  
 
 
5.2.2 Incorporation 
 
Swedish Action Plan has been introduced in 1999, when Anna Lindh chaired the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. She was greatly devoted to the idea of conflict prevention and by many was 
considered to be the both strong representative and advocate of new Swedish concept in 
conflict resolution. However, when developing new concepts many factors are important to 
ensure the success of the norm incorporation. Conflict prevention is one of globally 
recognized solutions to conflicts. It was a subject to many debates and Anna Lindh realized 
that if Swedish efforts were to succeed, the plan must have been incorporated into wider, 
European context. As Jan Eliasson presents it ‘Anna Lindh recognized the risk that an action 
program on prevention from only one country would have limited concrete impact and could 
invite ironic comments’ (Eliasson 2004: 41). That is why Sweden needed to put a pressure on 
European Union, and use all its capabilities to influence European agenda on this matter. This 
non-controversial issue, widely understood and supported, might have, both, reinforced 
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European Union civilian identity and its capabilities, provided a strong, multilateral. European 
answer to unilateral US actions and, last but not least, served as a first powerful Swedish 
instrument to influence European Union agenda.  
 
Sweden started its long way to influencing EU agenda by presenting its Action Plan for 
Conflict Prevention on several arenas. United Nations General Assembly was a good start, 
and each Swedish Foreign Affairs Minister from early 1990s promoted conflict prevention as 
a good solution to violent conflicts. Like Annika Björkdahl notices, both logical and 
persuasive arguments were used when depicting conflict prevention advantages (Björkdahl 
2002: 104). When In 1999 Swedish Action Plan was introduced, it was distributed and 
promoted in UN General Assembly, claming Swedish interests and ambitions to play key role 
in conflict prevention and also giving a chance to present very Swedish concept of 
international relations to all UN nations.  
 
In diplomacy, often informal channels of communication and idea dispersion count. Anna 
Lindh’s good communication with two important politicians, Javier Solana, chairing a 
prestigious post of EU CFSP High Representative, and Chris Patten, then European 
Commissioner for External Relations had significant impact on Swedish efforts to introduce 
its conflict prevention programme to European arena. Also cooperation with UN Department 
of Political Affairs and The Office of The Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) was 
vital (Eliasson 2004: 42). Also an interesting diplomatic tool, known as Group of Friends for 
the Secretary General has been in use. The informal Group of Friends for Conflict Prevention 
slowly emerged in 1999, constituted by Sweden and likeminded states (Björkdahl 2002: 107). 
 
However, the most interesting for this thesis is how Sweden influenced EU CFSP agenda on 
conflict prevention. Several similar actions, as in case of UN, have been undertaken: Swedish 
politicians promoted conflict prevention in their occasional speeches and Swedish Action Plan 
has been presented to all EU Member States in a form of, famously referred to, yellow books. 
(Eliasson 2004: 42). The most important task, however, was to explore the existing 
possibilities of coming Swedish Presidency of the Council of EU. 
 
Before I proceed to analysis of the Swedish Presidency in CFSP area, I would like to sum the 
previous arguments up and reflect upon Swedish capabilities in conflict prevention idea 
construction and incorporation. What has been previously said clearly shows the way how 
Sweden chose and operationalized its one of the most important foreign policy objectives- 
efforts leading to conflict prevention promotion. Here, I would like to reflect upon Swedish 
idea selection in context of epistemic community’s theories. According to what has been 
outlined in the previous subchapters I would argue, that in this context, Sweden in the field of 
conflict prevention fulfill all requirements of potential epistemic community, promoting this 
‘civilian’ approach, within EU arena. Firstly, Swedish Action Plan, as an expertise, carries 
traditional values of its promoter, particular Swedish understanding and definition of conflict 
prevention, as it would be argued in further paragraphs. Simultaneously, it provides a high 
level analysis, based on reliable researches conducted by recognized scholars, diplomats and 
politicians. Furthermore, it gains its legitimacy through the professionally and coherently 
performed action of spreading the norms and ideas onto most important international forums, 
such as UN and European Union Member States. One should not neglect or ignore the fact, 
that step-by-step introduction of these actions has been launched at the very beginning of 
1990s, and the stabile Swedish approach resulted in gaining by Sweden the image of firm and 
committed conflict prevention advocate. As a leader of so-called like minded states, among 
which one count Norway, Denmark, Canada and the Netherlands, Sweden clearly sketched its 
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ambitions and intentions, which could not be misunderstood, especially because the conflict 
prevention matter has not been controversial. The only threat was that these efforts might 
have been unseen. That is why Swedish government didn’t hesitate to use all potential 
opportunities which Council’s Presidency offers, like it has been argued in theoretical part if 
the thesis and doubled their efforts to achieve its objectives. 
 
5.2.2.1 Presidency of the Council of European Union. Did Sweden succeed as a leader in  
            CFSP? 
 
At the very beginning of this analysis the important question on factual importance and power 
of the presidency should be raised. In such case I refer to theoretical part of my thesis, where I 
briefly presented several theories on potential Presidency’s resources, the role of the leader 
and the importance of this body. Obviously, each Presidency deals with majority of agenda 
issues, covering every area of European activity. We will be focusing on Swedish actions, as a 
Presidency, in CFSP/ESDP field. However, I will also briefly refer to other domains. 
Scholars of Lund University, conducting very important study on Council Presidencies18 also 
provide comparisons on several presidencies and within particular domains of EU activity 
which gives a considerable background for this study. As Bo Bjurulf, one of these researchers, 
states, Swedish Presidency’s objective, as recommended by the government, was to be ‘open, 
helpful and service minded’, serve as a consensual leader, provide necessary assistance when 
needed and, simultaneously, make efforts to push most important Swedish objectives (Bjurulf 
2001: 5). 
 
Top issues in this Presidency (not always directly set by Presidency itself, as it has been 
previously argued) were Employment, Environment and Enlargement, however, also one 
Swedish objective was also important: access to public documents. In CFSP area, Conflict 
Prevention and EU-USA ties were most vital (Bjurulf 2001: 6).  
Referring to Jonas Tallberg’s theory on agenda shaping opportunities, we may notice that 
Sweden, bringing conflict prevention issue on top agenda, used Presidency’s unique chance of 
agenda-structuring in a convenient way (for Swedish interests). By emphasizing conflict 
prevention, as its pet-project, like scholars refer to it19, and what is more, non-controversial 
and commonly desirable project, Sweden succeeded in, both, promoting its issues (and thus 
gaining national support for acting like a good leader) and reinforced its civilian capabilities, 
as a norm entrepreneur and advocate. That is why it has been publicly claimed that one of the 
Swedish aims was to develop an EU Conflict Prevention Programme. From Swedish 
perspective producing a formal, first in EU’s history dealing exclusively with conflict 
prevention) was a matter of prestige, but also a form of influence-test. Therefore the most 
vital was incorporation of conflict prevention into acquis communautaire by introducing the 
EU Programme for the Prevention of Violent Conflicts, known as Göteborg Programme. This 
document defines the short and long-term EU strategies and objectives in conflict prevention, 
calls for deeper EU policies coherence in preventive activities, prioritizes CFSP/ ESDP 
preventive actions in EU conflict resolution agenda, places significant emphasis on 
transatlantic cooperation and intends to enhance other regional conflict prevention 
capabilities, most notably, related to African Union. (Göteborg Programme 2001: 5). It 
repeats several ides from Swedish Action Plan, most significantly, it mentions the importance 
of ‘culture of prevention’, so widely advocated by Sweden, and Anna Lindh herself.  
 
                                                 
18 See literature review. 
19 For example A. Björkdahl 2002, p. 112.  
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Like it has been previously suggested, negotiations on morally-driven matters are rarely 
subject to frictions. Usually sides agree on the notions most desirable by international 
community, such as conflict prevention. However, here we must take into consideration that 
EU comprises many NATO members on one side and several neutral, or more precisely, non- 
aligned states and whilst several countries does not object to territorial defense, for Sweden it 
was a very important case. If this country wanted to play active role in contemporary 
international relations, in European Union CFSP/ESDP it was its interest to opt for conflict 
prevention, as a ‘soft’ solution. And acting as a strong promoter of this concept, it firmly 
claimed its ambitions to play a significant role in civilian European Union. 
 
Swedish Presidency as a whole has been criticized of being too consensual and ‘lacking 
vision’. In CFSP field Sweden managed to succeed. As a small country, it was not expected to 
hold all the cards. Surprisingly it did its job surprisingly well thanks to good cooperation 
between Lindh, Solana, Patten and Schröder. Moreover, as Bo Bjurulf suggests in his study, 
small state has many advantages over large countries when managing Council’s Presidency. 
Among several arguments he mentions small bureaucracy, short channels of communication, 
easy to handle contacts with EU institutions, especially, which is most vital, with 
Commission. What is important, small countries pay much more attention to Presidencies, as 
being their great opportunity to promote themselves and their interests in EU arena (Bjurulf 
2001: 9). Studies show that in majority of fields Swedish Presidency coped with demanding 
tasks very well, especially in Enlargement and Environmental issues.  
 
In CFSP area, Sweden relied heavily upon Solana’s warm reception of Conflict Prevention, 
which also proves how important the post of High Representative for the CFSP is. However, I 
would argue that without Swedish long preparations, diplomatic activities, wise agenda 
structuring and good timing the task might have been more difficult. In morally-driven 
politics it is important to act decidedly and firmly, because otherwise the agenda may be 
quickly dominated by more practical and quick attention calling issues. Sweden, as conflict 
prevention expert and promoter managed to use all existing Presidency’s opportunities to 
support its actions.  
I strongly agree with Bjurulf statement that Swedish good management of Council’s 
Presidency has been crucial to promotion of European Conflict Prevention Programme. 
 
However, norms to be successfully practiced also need continual promotion and evaluation. 
Therefore, it has been an important objective of Göteborg Programme that Member States 
incorporate this programme into their policies and further reports monitoring the progress 
were supposed to be submitted by subsequent presidencies.  
 
5.2.3 Promotion 

 
This subchapter will deal with most important “post-Göteborg” Swedish and European 
actions which added to successful EU Conflict Prevention Programme practice.  
 
Sweden, after completing its presidency expressed its continuous will to act as an active 
conflict prevention promoter in EU arena. This was a logical continuation of successful norm 
advocacy. Having all necessary skills to undertake this task, as a norm entrepreneur and 
advocate, and, moreover, now having wide European recognition and legitimacy to remain a 
leader, Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with Anna Lindh as its splendid chair, continued 
to purse its long-term strategy of influencing EU and thus gaining more capabilities and 
recognition.  
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The first opportunity came during the Presidency, when situation in Macedonia started to 
demand international attention and European assistance. This turned out to be the very first 
occasion for testing Göteborg programme on conflict prevention on practical ground. 
However, bearing in mind the importance of this event I would like to characterize it in a 
separate chapter. 
 
In 2002 in Swedish city of Helsingborg a big conference on conflict prevention has taken 
place. This was a next step undertaken by Swedish authorities in order to support its previous 
efforts of construction, establishment and promotion of norms on conflict prevention. What is 
important, it gathered large number of participants which was vital because proved that one 
important objective of Swedish Presidency – widening common understanding for conflict 
prevention – has been achieved. The conference, not having any significant power, being 
solely a forum for likeminded actors to share ideas and discuss the progress so far was 
however crucial,  because it reinforced the cooperation between international organisms  EU, 
UN, African Union, OSCE and vast amount of non-governmental organizations (Solana 2004: 
10). 
 
Moreover, to her tragic death in 2003, Minister Anna Lindh continued to use her soundbite 
‘culture of prevention’ thus promoting the general idea of thinking ahead in international 
relations and putting remarkable emphasis on the importance to act before the disaster 
happen. ‘Culture of prevention’ has become one of Swedish trademarks in conflict 
prevention. It generally indicates ‘the importance of having prevention penetrate and 
permeate actions as well as attitudes in dealing with situations that could turn into conflicts’ 
(Eliasson 2004: 41).  
 
Another important concept, actively promoted by Sweden and introduced by its former 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and former President of the United Nations General Assembly, 
diplomat Jan Eliasson, “ladder of prevention” is worth presenting. Ladder of Prevention is a 
concept reflecting on importance of three phases of conflicts and – respectively – three phases 
of prevention. The figure below presents steps and measures which international community 
should undertake if their prevention intended to be successful, according to Eliasson20:  
 
 

 

                                                 
20 J. Eliasson, A Culture of Prevention – Sweden and Conflict Prevention, from the vol. Developing a culture of 
Conflict Prevention, ed. A. Mellbourn, 2004. 
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Figure 2. Ladder of prevention 

 
 
Ladder of prevention is a simple and rational solution, easily understood and simultaneously 
complex enough to depict all important phases and steps in conflict prevention. Together with 
another simple but practical ‘tool’, for example, EU checklist for root causes of conflicts,21 it 
provides good basis for sketching more sophisticated strategies and operations. History 
proved that sometimes simple solutions are the most solid and well-functioning ones. 
 
Another proof that Göteborg Programme started new era in European thinking of conflict 
prevention can be given when referring to European Security Strategy, milestone document in 
EU ESDP area. Designed as a European response to new security threats, especially after 9|11 
and as a European, multilateral approach in international relations, it underlines the 
importance of conflict prevention, and pays attention to culture of preventing before the 
conflict emerges into violence. ‘More active in pursuing our strategic objectives. This applies 
to the full spectrum of instruments for crisis management and conflict prevention at our 
disposal, including political, diplomatic, military and civilian, trade and development 
activities. Active policies are needed to counter the new dynamic threats. We need to develop 
a strategic culture that fosters early, rapid, and when necessary, robust intervention’ (ESS 
2003, p.12) 
 
Further on, as it has been announced in Göteborg programme, next presidencies are obliged to 
present a report on progress in implementation and actions undertaken in conflict prevention. 
First such document has been submitted by Spanish Presidency 2001. It evaluated EU and 
Member States’ actions so far and stressed the importance of prioritizing this issue and 
cohering EU policies on conflict prevention in each area of EU activity22. 
 
After Anna Lindh’s tragic death Sweden didn’t cease to develop its and European capability 
in conflict prevention. Big accent has been put on contacts with civil society and academics 
representing all important research areas connected more or less directly to conflict 
prevention. Worth mentioning is establishment of Anna Lindh Programme on Conflict 
Prevention, which, as Marie – Ange Gaiffe defines it is designed ‘to amplify European debate 
                                                 
21 http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/cfsp/cpcm/cp/list.htm 
22 Spanish Presidency report on Implementation of the EU Programme for the Prevention of Violent Conflicts,  
    register.consilium.eu.int/pdf/en/02/st09/09514en2.pdf 
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on conflict prevention through the development of a structured dialogue between a diversity 
of actors. The spectrum of actors will range from the public sphere to private corporations, 
as well as academia and organizations from civil society. This combination of actors will 
provide for a comprehensive exchange of views that should also lead to the production of 
innovative results in a domain until now reserved to government experts and researchers. The 
forum for exchanging information and experiences will transcend the usual models of co-
operation between these actors, therefore widening the scope for new ideas, and forming part 
of new approaches to conflict prevention. As an end result, the programme should contribute 
to strengthening the role of Europe in conflict prevention.’(Gaiffe 2004: 20). This debate is 
also channeled into series of publications introduced by Madariaga European Foundation, 
edited by A. Mellbourn and other scholars, annually presenting conflict prevention in 
conjunction with particular theme – for example development, security, health, energy, third 
parties. 
 
Moreover, Swedish actions gained more supporters and followers in European Union. What is 
worth mentioning, during Irish presidency, and important conference ‘NGOs and Civil 
Society in the Prevention of Armed Conflicts’ has taken place (Cowen 2004: 14). 
 
Based upon what has been depicted in this subchapter one may come Sweden as a wise leader 
didn’t refrain from conflict prevention promotion straight after completing its presidency. 
Such behaviour would have been disastrous to long-built Swedish position as a norm 
entrepreneur and promoter. When the culmination of the Presidency has lapsed, its effects 
have been continuously emphasized and various international actors – EU Member States, 
UN, OSCE and other inter- and non-governmental organizations were being encouraged to 
implement and prioritize Göteborg Programme’s objectives. In the same time, Sweden, as, I 
argue, an epistemic community, motivated to act as an European expert in conflict prevention, 
maintained its position by developing actions on various levels and in various arenas to keep 
conflict prevention on agenda. However, the future is the challenge for this long term efforts. 
Results of such policies cannot be easily evaluated, because of several factors. One of them is 
the inability to appreciate conflict prevention because its effects are not seen. If conflict is 
prevented, it doesn’t catch appropriate international attention, even in media. Therefore, the 
promotion of ‘culture of prevention’ is so important. ‘Conflict prevention, moreover, is a 
rather unrewarding and costly task. Its results are most often invisible and uncertain - it is 
difficult to prove that a conflict was prevented or for how long — and the current holistic 
approach entails simultaneous intervention in all fields related to security and political 
stability’ (Gibert 2008: 133) 
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6. A  Case Study: normative giant (EU) and 
normative actor (Sweden) in action: testing the 
EU conflict prevention programme in Macedonia 
in 2001. 

 
In this final empirical chapter I would like to present a case study on preventive action in 
Macedonia in 2001. This event is very relevant to understanding of the thesis mainly because 
it provides an analysis of first EU action undertaken in prevention according to Göteborg 
Programme.  
 
The tragic decade of 90s, most notably EU failures and its inability to act in face of Bosnian 
genocide, were the bitter lesson in European history. Balkans turned out to be a testing ground 
for European CFSP. European normative, civilian activities weren’t able to respond to urging 
needs in Balkans.  
 
When in 2001 situation in Macedonia worsened and the fights between ethnic Albanians and 
Macedonian National Liberation Army were about to break out, and Europe stood on the 
verge of another domestic war, the time was high to take the responsibility and solve this 
evolving crisis. EU decidedly acted to ensure Macedonian authorities that Brussels will 
strongly support Macedonian sovereignty and act to ensure its internal safety, while also 
stressing the importance of economical reforms and political changes in Albania. But this 
time preventive measures have been introduced in time. Good cooperation between J. Solana, 
Ch. Patten and G. Robertsson provided an example of best EU-NATO joint efforts.  
 
Also Swedish role is not to be overestimated. ‘Naturally, the role of (..) Sweden and its 
Foreign Minister, Anna Lindh, was critical in the preventive action in Macedonia as the 
Council provided instructions for its General Secretary, Solana, on how to conduct the 
operation. It appears that Lindh’s role in the entire operation was very active and that she 
became also personally involved in it in good collaboration with Solana. The Macedonian 
action is one of those rare cases in which the EU has performed as a collective actor in an 
effective and coherent manner’. (Väyrynen 2004: 97). The conflict was prevented and Ohrid 
agreement has been signed in August 2001. Both sides shared power until the elections the 
following year, which were the real test for the negotiations. Satisfyingly, the election 
outcomes were fortunate for further development of the situation, ended in both sides-sharing 
result. Crucial was also a ‘carrot’ argument, typically European conditionality instrument: 
there was Stabilization and Association Agreement with the country at stake.  
 
Also European military capabilities were tested. EUFOR Concordia mission replaced 
NATO’s assets and capabilities successfully assuring implementation of Orhid agreement. 
Later on it has been replaced by EU Police Mission Proxima. From normative point of view, 
this mission and EU presence in Macedonia had been crucial in norms diffusion (Björkdahl 
2005: 10). ‘The EU’s involvement in the Balkans has been a difficult learning experience has 
led the EU to become a much stronger foreign policy actor and the principal stabilizing actor 
across the Europe’ (Cameron 2004: 161). It also proved that European Union can successfully 
act hand in hand with UN and NATO, in multilateral framework. Also Swedish conflict 
prevention may be considered as having great impact on this mission, because the Göteborg 
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Programme laid on very basis of Swedish Action Plan in conflict prevention, and thus 
Swedish policy guided practice. (Björkdahl 2007: 14) 

 
7. Discussion 

 
My previous course of the thesis was designed to present facts and opinions on the Swedish 
role in EU. From the end of Cold War until late 2001 the foreign policy of this country has 
changed significantly, and Sweden embarked on a more active course in international, mainly 
European politics. Can Sweden, concerning main findings of this thesis, be called an 
ascending normative power in EU? To what extent it influenced European Union and how it 
acted on European arena? This discussion will pursue the goal of answering these questions 
basing on three theoretical concepts presented in previous chapters. 
 
First and foremost, I argue, Sweden has recognized reputation in international relations. 
Although it is a small country, it succeeded in promoting its image as an ambitious, active and 
willing to play key role in EU, especially in normative field. With splendid traditions of 
exemplary politicians in international and domestic politics, Sweden has a good position to 
develop its normative capabilities. The 1990s switch to more active policy, integration with 
European Union and vivid promotion of basic democratic values worldwide allowed the other 
countries to perceive Sweden no longer as a small, isolationist and reluctant country in 
normative perspective.  
 
Good international recognition and ascending ambitions pushed Sweden into the policy of 
fining its international identity and, I argue, choosing conflict prevention for its ‘benchmark’, 
pet-project, which was supposed to gain Sweden even more international attention and 
interest. Gathering important practical experience in Macedonia in 1994, it decided to make 
effort of establishing national Swedish Action Plan for conflict prevention. Further on, 
promoting this document on every important international forum, it soon became considerable 
expert, next to similar likeminded states. However, Sweden was the only country who 
answered UN’s call for active actions for conflict prevention by adopting and implementing 
complex, national action plan which was also designed as a guidebook for Swedish Foreign 
Service and a source of knowledge for any potential international or domestic actor. There can 
be no doubt that Sweden can be perceived as an epistemic community in this field. In EU it 
undoubtedly acts as a leader in conflict prevention, simultaneously building up EU’s conflict 
resolution capabilities and its normative, civilian identity.  
 
Through observation of norm construction, incorporation and promotion, presented in this 
study one can notice how Sweden acted as, both, norm entrepreneur and norm advocate. I 
share Annika Björkdahl’s opinion that such policy can be a good strategy for a small country 
to identify its niche in EU arena, and therefore, develop its potential and capabilities, and 
furthermore become leader in such field. However, it requires good plan, strategy and 
politicians and diplomats capable of undertaking missions to build up Swedish international 
reputation by influencing organizations and arenas dealing with conflict prevention.  
 
What is more, the concept of conflict prevention is widely understood and generally it is not a 
subject to negotiating frictions. As a commonly desirable solution to most challenging 
conflicts it constitutes a strategic policy, which can win many international supporters, and 
thus facilitate the objective of becoming leader in such policy. 
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In 2001 Sweden had a good opportunity of chairing Council’s Presidency in European Union. 
As scholars argue, this post does not have any formal power but as Jonas Tallberg and Oran 
R. Young, among others, argue, the leader of Presidency may play an important role and, 
through agenda shaping resources, comprising agenda-setting, agenda-structuring and agenda-
exclusion, such state may lead the Council of European Union in a desirable direction either 
for international or national interests. When it comes to highly politicized fields, such as trade, 
environment, such leader can be blamed for playing in favour of its particular interest. But 
when less politicized issue is on the agenda, such as conflict prevention, it is rarely subject to 
political, non-substantial discussions.  
 
Thus Sweden used the very good opportunity of chairing EU’s Council’s Presidency to 
promote its pet-project of conflict prevention, channel these efforts to a formal EU document, 
Göteborg Programme, and also act as a good leader. That is why I also support Bo Bjurulf’s 
opinion that thanks to such actions Sweden finally presented itself as an active, European 
actor, no longer reluctant to have a say in important international affairs. 
 
8. Conclusions 
 
Sweden certainly gained its higher position in European Union thanks to the promotion of 
conflict prevention concept. It influenced European agenda while chairing Council’s 
Presidency and played a key role in construction of Göteborg Programme, which became a 
very important European document in Common Foreign and Security Policy and European 
Security and Defense Policy until European Security Strategy, announced in 2003. Swedish 
concept of ‘culture of prevention’ became a widely recognized one, commonly repeated in 
majority of speeches, conferences and EU publications on conflict prevention. Excellent 
cooperation between former Swedish Minister of Foreign Affairs Anna Lindh and High 
Representative for CFSP, Javier Solana, both before and during Swedish Presidency was also 
crucial in establishing good European policy. It proved that Sweden, with help from others, 
can launch a fine normative policy and at the same time strengthen its and EU’s capabilities. 
 
The question is whether such position – a norm and policy promoter on a wide European 
arena – can be held for long. Sweden, as it has been argued, didn’t refrain from this active 
engagement straight after 2001, it took part in operation in Macedonia in 2001 and continually 
supported conflict prevention approach on every forum. It is also famous as an expert in this 
domain, promoting studies and researches and supporting academic debates, most notably 
through Anna Lindh Programme and Swedish international institutes and agencies. 
Nonetheless, normative politics, if to remain on agenda, must be continually strengthened and 
reinforced because otherwise they become easily dominated by more practical and immediate 
attention calling issues. Conflict prevention is, what is more, not an easy domain to promote. 
Its effects are not visible, don’t receive appropriate media attention and become soon 
forgotten. The culture of prevention calls for changing this situation. However, to be 
promoted in an efficient way, every political concept need financial support, and CFSP/ESDP 
area are not financed by first pillar resources. Much depends on Member States. So far, 
Sweden spent much money on conflict prevention promotion and it seeks to continue such 
policy. Also in this aspect it can become a European pioneer, not hesitating to support such 
popular, but not necessarily amortizable policy. 
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Thus, answering two minor research question I should highlight the following aspects. 
Sweden, acting as a leader, intellectual leader and an epistemic community during its 
Presidency activity, undertook possible tools and actions available to the Council’s 
Presidency in order to shape the agenda. When reflecting upon the extent to which it 
influenced EU’s CFSP agenda one can agree that a morally-driven issue such as conflict 
prevention does not procure big controversies and if this is the case, other states usually don’t 
object to such issues. Sweden thus managed to successfully and effectively influence CFSP 
agenda. 
Swedish activities as a normative actor within EU, which brings us back to research question 
no. 3, concentrated on Presidency’s agenda shaping in order to highlight normative aspects 
and press the other countries to cooperate. Moreover, a exemplary model of Swedish Action 
Plan provided good basis for Göteborg Programme, and moreover for future European 
Security Strategy. Swedish long-term activity on normative arena, peace keeping operations, 
civilian approach traditions since D. Hammarskjöld, and participations In UN and EU 
missions in Macedonia provide us with other examples of normative actions.  
 
In my opinion Sweden had a good strategy and pursued it step-by-step in a very efficient and 
consequent way. Such policy should pay off in long term if only appropriately continued. 
That is why I consider conflict prevention policy as a good Swedish benchmark and a starting 
point to continual influencing European Union agenda in suitable areas, where Sweden indeed 
can play a factual role as a leader. Thanks to its splendid traditions and recognized history, it 
can successfully endeavor to act as a normative, intellectual leader in European Union. 
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